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Programme Secretaries —

Thank you to all Programme
Secretaries who have worked very hard for their Divisions over the
past year and who have sent me all meeting details without me
having to send out reminders.
For the JANUARY issue please let me have your AGM dates by the
8th DECEMBER at the very latest. If you really want your Division on
the map then by the same date include details of your FEBRUARY
meetings.

VERY BEST WISHES FOR THE FESTIVE SEASON
Jean Smye - Editor
City bees
David Lockie - Chelmsford Division
We may not break records with our honey yield, but keeping bees on
the roof of a bank in the City of London is a great way to introduce
people to bees
co-workers, keen gardeners, prospective
beekeepers and even those who don’t know a honeybee from a
bumble bee or a wasp. We were lucky to start with some good
natured bees and subsequent generations have kept this
temperament. It makes it a lot more relaxing when we open up the
hive with people who have never done it before.

In 2010 the City of London Festival encouraged a number of
companies, schools, churches and other venues to establish colonies
within the City. The Swedish Bank which I work for (Skandinaviska
Enskilda Banken) was keen to have a hive, so after various
assessments and permissions had been obtained, we put a hive on
the roof of the Bank - just across the road from St Paul’s Cathedral.
The bees seem to cope fine with the height (5 floors up), but we are
limited by the sight lines to St Paul’s, so can only erect a light shelter.
The result is that our hives are a bit exposed to winter winds. There
have been various articles written about there now being too many
colonies in London for the forage available and that competition is
reducing yields. We don’t have empirical evidence either way, but our
experience has been that the most critical factor is simply the weather.
Is the winter so long and harsh (as it was last year) that our colonies’
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colonies’ natural mortality rates leave them too small to keep warm
(despite having stores), before they get a chance to build up again
when spring finally arrives? And is the summer benign enough for us
to build up our hives before the brief but strong main nectar flow in
July kicks in. In London, we don’t have OSR to assist in spring buildup of our colonies. We see the bees out in the local parks on a
variety of flowers, but our main flow comes from the Lime trees. The
honey has a minty flavour.
This year, in addition to the bees on the Bank, we (myself and Paula
from SEB) have also been looking after the bees on the Mansion
House (the Lord Mayor’s residence just opposite the Bank of
England). The Mansion House Bees benefit from a more sheltered
roof space and although they are only a few hundred yards from ours
near St Paul’s, they come through the winter and build up in the
spring much better. These bees were featured in a recent ITV
television programme – Stephen Fry’s Key to the City. This was
handy for us as it allowed us to identify that the queen was the
original from 2010. She has still been laying well this year but late in
the season her colony was keen to supersede her. So now she has
been retired to a garden in Kent (partly as winter insurance) and her
offspring (from swarm cells in July) have requeened hives on the
Mansion House and our Bank.
We are not sure if it is the strain of bee we are using or the proximity
of certain trees, but our city bees propolise like there is no tomorrow –
and it is a soft, sticky propolis that they apply in great quantities - to
everything! With my bees in Essex, I have to periodically remove a
small amount of hard, dry propolis. With our City bees we remove
great dollops of their sticky goo at every inspection.
Carrying bees and kit up the ladder to the roof of the Bank can be
challenging, but carrying supers of honey home on the train is
exhausting.
In previous years we have extracted at the office, but the extractor
which does the rounds in the City had this year become separated
from its handle, and since an extractor without a handle is as much
use as… (well, you fill in the space), this year I took the supers home
with me on the train and extracted them there. I’m sure that by the
time I got from the Mansion House to Liverpool Street Station with a
super in each hand my arms had stretched and my knuckles felt as if
they were dragging along the ground. And I managed to choose one
of those rare 30 degree days to do it. But it was worth it to see the
honey flowing from the extractor.
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Carrying a Nuc of bees through the City from the Mansion House to
St Paul’s was easier. Lots of people looked at us wondering what we
were carrying. The only ones direct enough to ask were a couple of
chaps on a building site. When we answered “bees” their bravado
deserted them and they scuttled back inside.
Last year we entered our honey from the Bank in the London Honey
Show at the Lancaster Hotel and won “Best Honey from Business or
Educational Premises 2012”. This year we entered the Mansion
House Honey in the Show and came away with the same award and
also “Best Rooftop Honey”.
Our co-workers think that this was down to the skill of the
beekeepers. We know that’s not true, but hey, why dispel the myth ?

Winter & Autumn Worries - Beekeeping Tips no.31
by Pollinator

Be prepared for the Autumn gales and rain and make sure your hives
are not going to be blown over. The hives are best on stands, 50 cm
high, which are designed to take three hives and normally you would
have just two hives on the stand (the third space is for room for
artificial swarm operations in the Spring). Do not leave spare supers
on the hives as the taller they are the more they are susceptible to
being blown over. If you are working with National hives, containing a
full-sized colony, then they will have a deep brood chamber and super
and no queen excluder. This size hive is necessary in order for the
colony to have enough stores (food).
I know that some beekeepers keep their hives on the ground. This is
not a natural location for the bees as they like hive entrances to be
several metres off the ground. Also, hives on stands are better for the
beekeeper’s back because this involves less bending. Should the
hives be near a stream or ditch they can suffer water damage through
flooding if not on stands.
Ensure entrances are reduced to minimum width. I like to invert mine,
from the more conventional position, as dead bees do not then
obstruct the entrance and cause lack of ventilation. I keep my
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entrance blocks in position all year, as that way the bees can better
control the ventilation.
Ensure hive floors are tilted slightly forward so that any water/
condensation can find its way out (inverted entrances are not usually
watertight, so that moisture does find its way out through small
cracks).
Protection from Green Woodpeckers is required, unless your hives
are on rooftops in the City and there are no woodpeckers. My
preference is to use small mesh fruit netting that is not in use for crop
protection at this time of the year. Otherwise, wire netting cages can
be made up to cover hives. As woodpeckers do hang on to them,
about 5cm clearance of any woodwork, including roofs, is necessary;
and suitably sized pieces of timber, placed on the roof, is one method
Supers may be stored wet or dry. If left wet then the bees are more
attracted into them next Spring when they are placed back on the
hives. They are best stored outside under cover. Trouble from moths
is unlikely.
Cold conditions do not worry the bees so long as it does not
continue for more than about two/three weeks.
Dampness is the enemy and so long as hives remain dry inside
they’ll be OK. Two or three weeks or so is the limit as the bees need
to get out of the hive on cleansing flights. If they are confined to the
hive for too long then they may defecate in the hive which can lead to
disease, especially nosema. Watch out for signs of nosema in the
Spring, and if present it may be shown by defecation on the outside
front of the hive.
Snow can attract the bees out, especially if it is sunny. Sunshine
reflects a lot of light into the hive and the bees then try to fly but are
lost due to becoming chilled. Also under these conditions, Blue tits
may tap at the hive entrance and then out comes a bee and is quickly
eaten. With snow on the ground the beekeeper will see many exoskeletons on the ground in front of the hive if this is occurring. There
is no need to worry about this - if it is a strong colony it will tolerate
these losses.
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Body Odour !
Celia F.Davis - Warwickshire Beekeeper June 2012
Larvae are seemingly pretty inert individuals, sitting curled up in their
cells doing very little except eat, but brood has a huge influence on
the workings of the colony: the amount of sealed brood present is
very influential in determining whether a colony sends out casts after
the primary swarm has left, the presence of brood suppresses laying
workers much more effectively than a queen, brood has an influence
on foraging, the type of brood influences feeding regimes and there
are many more ways in which brood is important. So how does the
brood communicate with the colony so that the nurse bees ‘know’
what brood is present and understand how to feed it, when to cap it
over and so on? Other questions that arise, as far as adults are
concerned, are recognition of nest mates at the various stages of
their lives and identification of the different types of bee in the hive.
We know the queen produces pheromones which influence behaviour
in the colony, and the workers, Nasonov pheromone; but here I look
at a group of chemicals which have a profound effect on colony

organisation and are produced by all the individuals which are part of
that colony.
The outer covering of the honey bee, whether larva or adult, is a
complicated

structure

containing

many

different

chemical

compounds. They include ten fatty acid esters which seem to be
particularly important as pheromones.

(For those of you with

chemical backgrounds these substances are the methyl and ethyl
esters of palmitic, linoleic, linolenic, stearic and oleic acids.) In the
larva they appear to be produced and stored in the salivary glands.
The same esters are produced by all stages, but in differing amounts,
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and mixes, according to the age of the larva/pupa/adult and the
gender and caste of the adult.

This enables worker bees to

distinguish between worker, drone and queen larvae so that they can
have different mixes of brood food, allows the workers to recognise
the age of a larva and therefore what type of food that larva requires
at any particular time, and to cap over the larvae at the correct age.
For example: at the time of capping, four of the esters seem to be of
particular significance and the larva produces between five and ten
times as much of them as when it is younger.

These brood

pheromones have a profound effect on the worker bees, affecting
their physiology, so that in colonies with plenty of brood pheromones,
the age at which a worker starts foraging will be later than when there
is little brood
The pheromones will also suppress the production, in the adult bees,
of Juvenile Hormone (JH). This is an important hormone which helps
to regulate the aging of the workers and, among other things, helps to
determine the age at the onset of foraging. In addition, more brood
pheromone results in a greater collection of pollen. This is obviously
necessary for the production of brood food but we now have an
explanation of the underlying control of an observed effect.

Put

together, these various effects on the workers will result in more
nurse bees producing more brood food for the large amount of brood.
As well as giving the nurse bees information about the brood, these
esters have an undesirable effect as they are used by varroa mites to
detect the correct time to enter cells of the fully-grown larvae.

Chemicals which influence the behaviour of another species to its
benefit are not called pheromones, but kairomones.

It is an

interesting concept that a single chemical, or in this case, a mix, can
act as a pheromone for the species producing it, enabling the bees to
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cap over the larvae at the appropriate time while also acting as a
kairomone for another species, in this case the varroa mite. Varroa is
attracted by three of the esters, and particularly by methyl palmitate,
and it is interesting that, in queen larvae, these three are at about half
the strength when compared to workers.

There is another ester,

methyl oleate, which repels the varroa mite and this is produced in
large amounts by queen larvae. These two facts combine to help
protect the valuable queen larvae from being parasitised by the
female varroa mites. On the other hand, the different mix of esters on
the drones’ cuticle as well as the extended period before capping
preferentially attracts the mites to their cells.
A great deal of research work has been done recently on the effects of
these fatty acid esters and it is becoming increasingly clear that they
have a major effect on colony organisation, but, at the same time, it
must be clearly understood that they work in conjunction with other
pheromones, sometimes being antagonistic to them and at other
times working synergistically. It is true to say that the more we learn
about colony control the more complicated it becomes and the more
questions arise that need an answer.
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Mead Making - by the book?
Richard Alabone - Chelmsford Division
I started making Mead in 2006
using the recipe in Harry Riches
book ‘Mead Making, Exhibiting
and Judging’ – published by
Northern Bee Books.
This is
probably the best book on the subject giving details, descriptions of
the process, and equipment
necessary together with an array
of chemicals which need to be
used. He goes into detail of the
chemicals needed such as acids,
yeast nutrient, vitamins C and B1, tannin and even recommended a
dash of Marmite. He stresses the need for cleanliness using sulphur
dioxide from Campden tablets to kill bacteria and fungi and of course
he insists that the specific gravity, which measures the amount of
sugar present, is controlled and noted by the use of a hydrometer.
My brew fermented correctly and was stopped using sulphur dioxide
as per the book and when it was clear, to my horror, it was quite
unpalatable and almost undrinkable. So it was put away and
forgotten.

When I was younger my mother made country wines with sugar and I
learnt the rudiments of cleanliness and fermentation. I remember a
batch of elderberry wine which she put into screwtop beer bottles.
One night there was a huge explosion in the pantry which became
covered with elderberry juice splattered over the white wall. I was
given the job of defusing the remaining bottles wearing my motorcycle
helmet, goggles and gloves. Later, I made country wines using raisins
and rice, elderberries, and carrot whisky (not distilled).
Having kept bees for about 20 years I was concerned about the
problem of using the honey from cappings and from frames that had
burst in the extractor. It's easy to separate the honey from wax in hot
water, squeezing the honey out of the wax made into balls. In order to
avoid making unpalatable mead I started using raisins or grapes from
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the garden, which is known as Metheglin. I had several different
meads made in 1 gallon demijohns so entered three bottles into the
2008 Essex show, and came away with three first prizes. By that time
my undrinkable mead to Harry's recipe had improved to a reasonable
sweet mead so I used some of it to convert to dry mead by adding
water and yeast. This was something that I had done before
successfully, but using experience rather than science when it came
to the amount of water to be added.
Over the years I have discovered that the two problems with mead
making are that you have to use various chemicals, of which I
disapprove, and you have to wait years before it is worthy of the name
mead. So I was back to my country wines, made with honey, which I
had christened ‘Dynamead’.
My recipe to make one gallon, without any chemicals, goes something
like this:– onto 1lb of dried raisins, pour a quart of boiling water to kill
the yeast and leave a few hours to swell. Use a blender, then, put
into a 30lb honey bucket. Add the yeast, or use a starter bottle if
preferred (which means starting the yeast in a bottle containing sugar
water). Stir daily for seven days. Add 1 pound of honey and about a
pint of boiled water then stir daily for seven days. Sieve into a demijohn and add another pound of honey and water to 2/3 fill the demijohn. Fit an air-lock. Keep warm at 70° F. In two or three weeks add
about another pound of honey and rack. Do not drink. In 2 to 3
weeks add another half pound of honey if a sweet mead is needed.
Fill the demijohn. Rack after four weeks. Drink, or leave to improve
for six months. The main advantage of Dynamead is that it is
drinkable within 4 to 6 months and carries a considerable punch
which is made more palatable by the addition of a little water. One
year I entered two bottles into the show. The one with added water
took the first prize!
I have to admit that my mead making method is rather like my beekeeping: somewhat haphazard, but over the years I have gained 10
prize cards at the Essex show, so I must be doing something right.
Although I have Campden tablets and a hydrometer, I must admit I
never use them, normal domestic hygiene together with some
experience seems to be enough. Nevertheless, following Harry's
recipe is a good place to start, but you might do better at country
wines made with honey, known as Metheglin.
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Do Bees Sleep?
A continuation of the article in the October 2013 issue

The answer is yes, but the sleep behaviour of older forager bees and
young bees is different, and bees sleep whilst away from their hive.
The research by Eban-Rothschild & Bloch was reviewed in the
October Essex Beekeeper, and here further details are provided.
Three day old bees slept as deeply as elderly foragers, moving down
through light and medium sleep until they reach deep sleep. But the
way the youngsters moved between different sleep states was
different from their elders. Instead of waking up immediately, like the
foragers who move directly from deep sleep to consciousness, the
youngsters sometimes dipped back down into deep sleep when it had
looked as if they might be about to wake, and often moved back and
forth between light, medium and deep sleep. Once foragers wake in
the morning they remain active until sunset, but the youngsters only
woke for several hours at a time before dozing off again.
Overall the youngsters slept as much as their elders and were as
easy to wake when the lights went on, but the older bees had a welldefined sleep pattern that the youngsters lacked. So young bees do
sleep, despite their twenty-four hour lifestyle.
According to Jürgen Tautz in his book ‘The Buzz About Bees’,
foragers enter a pronounced state of sleep — largely at night and in
the hive. However, sometimes they sleep outside the hive as well. In
addition, beekeepers and bee photographers the world over have
reported seeing bees asleep in flowers.

The bees may remain

stationary for hours, only to fly away when disturbed
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Tautz describes the phenomenon: “Sleeping bees can be identified
by a posture reflecting a lack of muscle tonus, in which the antennae
hang down, and the legs are folded beneath the body.”
He goes on to explain that young bees sleep for shorter periods, and
not in the day-and-night rhythm so often seen in foragers.

That

foragers sleep in obvious patterns probably indicates the huge

physical demand that foraging places on them.
The results from the various researches and studies will appear in
next month’s Essex Beekeeper.

The Bee Shed
Approved National Bee Supplies Stockist and Distributor

A Range of Frames and Foundation
Hives and Hive Parts, Tools and Equipment
Open by Appointment:

Email:

Please call Wendy on 07764 609 803 or

beeshed@btinternet.com

Meepshole, Great Prestons Lane, Stock, Essex CM4 9RL
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Success at the National
Jim McNeill - NHS Delegate
This year was disappointing for Essex, with only 7 members bothering to
enter the National Honey Show. But some silver ware is still coming to Essex
- Mick Barke won the Mead Maker’s Mazer, and Janet French won the
Combings Cup. So very well done to them both. Here is the full results list of
Essex members.
Paul Abbott

In the National classes:

Class 43: Honey Label - 3rd
Class 59: Colour Print (not close up) - 3rd
Class 60: Colour Print (close up) - Highly Commended
Class 61: Black & White print - 1st
Class 129: Dry Mead - 2nd
Class 130: Sweet Mead - 2nd
In the Essex classes:
Class 193: Dry Mead - 2nd

Mick Barke

In the National classes:
Class 17: Naturally Set Honey - Very Highly Commended
Class 38: Dry Mead - 1st
Class 101: Light Honey - 3rd
Class 113: Dry Mead - VHC.
In the Essex classes:
Class 182: Light Honey - 1st
Class 184: Dark Honey - 2nd
Class 186: Set Honey - 1st
Class 193: Dry Mead - 3rd

Janet French

In the National classes:
Class 26: Cut Comb - 1st
In the Essex classes:
Class 188: Cut Comb - 1st

Walter Gee

Class 14: Chunk Honey – Highly Commended

Jim McNeill

In the National classes:
Class 16: Set Honey – Commended
Class 43: Honey Label – VHC
Class 105: Set Honey - 2nd
Class 242: Set Honey - 2nd
In the Essex classes:
Class 182: Light Honey - Commended Class 185: 3 jars different Honeys - 3rd
Class 186: Set Honey - 2nd
Class 189: Gift Honey - 2nd
Class 193: Three candles - 2nd
Class 194: Sweet Mead - 1st

Romford Division

Class 182: Light Honey - HC
Class 183: Medium Honey - 1st
Class 184: Dark Honey - 1st
Class 189: Gift Honey - 1st

Terry Watson

Class 241: Light or Medium Honey - 2nd
Class 243: Liquid Honey for taste - VHC

It’s a pity not more members take the trouble to enter the National Honey
Show as Essex has some very good beekeepers and fantastic honey.
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Who’s who and how to contact them
President of EBKA Eric Fenner
Trustees:
Chairman:

Richard Ridler, Old Barn House, 36, Walden Road, Sewards End, Saffron
Walden, Essex. CB10 2LF.
email chair@ebka.org
tel. 01799 218 023

Secretary:

Ms Pat Allen, 8 Frank’s Cottages, St Mary’s Lane, Upminster, Essex RM14 3NU
email pat.allen@btconnect.com
tel. 01708 220 897

Treasurer:

Bob Manning 12, Moorland Close, Collier Row, RM5 2AB
email treasurer@ebka.org
tel: 01708 760 770

Divisional Trustees:
Braintree

James Jolley

mrjolley@live.co.uk

Chelmsford

Jean Smye

jsmye@o2.co.uk

Colchester

Lee Bartrip

leebartrip@gmail.com

Dengie Hundred & Maldon
Epping Forest

Roy Carter
Ian Nichols

carterroy@talk21.com
ian@iannichols.demon.co.uk

Harlow

Mike Barke

mjbarke@googlemail.com

Romford

Pádraig Floyd

psafloyd@yahoo.com

Saffron Walden
Southend

Penny Learmonth
Marguerita Wilson

penny.learmonth@mail.adsl4less.com

philandritawilson@sky.com

Divisional Contacts:
To contact a local Division:
Braintree: Colleen Chamberlain 01279 876 333
Colchester: Morag Chase 01206 522 576

Chelmsford: Jean Smye 07731 856 361

D.H. & Maldon: Carlie Mayes 01245 381 577

Harlow: Pauline Tidmas 01279 441 941

Romford: Pat Allen 01708 220 897

Saffron Walden: Jane Ridler 01799 218 023 Epping Forest: Robin Harman 07971 237 312
Southend: Martyn Davis martyndavisbees@gmail.com

Essex Beekeeper Magazine:
Editor:

Jean Smye,

Advertising:

Curtis Thompson

Web site:
Nick Holmes
Distribution and Mailing Secretary:

8 Gate Street Mews, Maldon, Essex CM9 5EF
email: jsmye@o2.co.uk
email: advertising@ebka.org
tel. 07809 562 045
email: webmaster@essexbeekeepers.com
Mary Heyes
tel. 01702 588 009

Regional Bee Inspectors for EBKA:
Epping Forest and Romford Divisions (excluding Brentwood):
Alan Byham
alan.byham@fera.gsi.gov.uk
tel. 01306 611 016 or 07775 119 447
All other Divisions:
Keith Morgan keith.morgan@fera.gsi.gov.uk tel. 01485 520 838 or 07919 004 215

The views expressed in any article are those of the authors
and do not necessarily represent the views of the EBKA.
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